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This memo summarizes discussions at meetings that took place on 6 and 7 April 2006 at

the Carnegie Observatories building in Pasadena. Immediately preceeding the meeting for

PISCO was a presentation by Robert Simcoe of MIT, who is proposing an infrared spectrom-

eter named FIRE for a folded f/11 port. Meeting with me on 6 April where Alan Uomoto,

Magellan Technical Manager, Frank Perez, Magellan Project Supervisor, and Gabriel Mar-

tin, Magellan Instrument Specialist. On 7 April was the �rst day of the Magellan Science

Advisory Committee, and I gave a 30-minute presentation to the committee about PISCO.

Here are discussion items, in approximately the order they were raised.

1. Magellan uses primarily English-unit screws. There are few metric spares on site.

2. The ange on the \Small Guider Housing" on the f/11 port should be taken to be

concentric with and perpendicular to the beam from the telescope for purposes of

internal alignment of the instrument. There is provision for a removable dowel bushing

on the ange, that can take either a \diamond" or \dowel pin" �tting. This can be

used to center the instrument on the ange, but is rarely used. More commonly used

is the 0.350 inch deep 36 inch diameter cylindrical detent in the Small Guider Housing

ange. This cylinder is concentric with the beam and can be engaged by a boss on

the instrument ange. It is important that boss and detent not engage around the

full circumference, but only over a limited contact area; otherwise there is too much

friction to easily engage and disengage.

3. The Small Guider Housing is full of the machinery for two star guiders, so no cables

can be run through the inside of it. All cables and hoses for the instrument should be

routed through a wrap, then across the outside of the Small Guider Housing. This is

done badly in MegaCam. Consult Frank Perez about the design.

4. All hoses and cables that go though the wrap should be easily and cleanly discon-

nectable at the instrument, preferable in a single location near the mounting ange.

5. The ange where the folded port instruments attach to the body of the telescope is

undersized. There is, therefore, a stringent limit to the allowed moment applied to the
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Small Guider Housing ange by the instrument: 1:1 � 105 in lbs. See �gure 1. There

is, however, plenty of room for a long instrument.

6. Getting a vacuum pump or leak checker up to the folded ports is a perennial observatory

problem that needs to be solved, perhaps with a dedicated pump on a lift.

7. Four pair of Helium hoses for the four Cryotigers on PISCO is a lot to run through the

wrap. Can more than one cold head be run from one pair of Helium hoses?

8. A 10% glycol solution at ambient temperature is circulated throughout the observatory

for removing heat. Instruments can release no more than 50 Watts to the air in the

dome. The glycol lines are present in the Small Guider Housing. The glycol used is

Dow Therm SR-1.

9. Use of Conat �ttings for ange joints on instrument vacuum vessels is encouraged.

10. The Magellan observatory should provide a standard for on-site data storage|some

kind of cross-mountable, pooled data storage system with removable disks.

11. IRIG B timing signals are circulated at the observatory. Not known: is it TTL-level,

or analog modulated?

12. There is a link to the Telescope Control Software (TCS) that is accessable to instru-

ments. Instruments can control the telescope for small motions. Instruments can

request large slews, but these must be OKed by the telescope operator.

13. Magellan software is generally written in C and Linux-based. Useful for this purpose is

the GTK+ library. It is in the public domain and written in C. SpeXtool. Reference:

Cushing et al. 2005. Contact person: Matt Nelson.

14. The computer network at Magellan is being upgraded to 1 GBs. Jim Hughes is the

network person, but requests should go through Frank Perez.

15. There are three reviews that each instrument must pass: a Design Review, an informal

Pre-ship readiness review, and the formal director's pre-ship review. This last should

be just a formality. PI instruments like PISCO will be subjected to an only slightly

less rigorous set of requirements than Facility Instruments.

16. Needed for Design Review: a) essentially complete mechanical design, with all details;

b) give special emphasis to optical mounts and alignment plan; c) minimize align-

ment screws: where possible, optical parts should be attached to accurately-machined

mounts, pinned, and shimmed if necessary; d) understand all optical tolerances; e)
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understand thermal issues with alignment; f) understand all scattered and reected

light issues, all ba�es must be designed, although ZEMAX defaults for this analy-

sis are probably OK (Where will glints show up on supports?); g) a full FEA of the

instrument for force variations with elevation and rotation.

17. Needed for Pre-Ship Review: a) Documentation for assembly and mounting of instru-

ment, including all details; b) Documentation on CCDs, turn-on and turn-o� proce-

dures, power failure procedures; c) see attached copy of instruments policy.

18. Check out instrument shutters made by Mike Carr (http://www.sciin.com) which

are commercially available.

19. A very good thing to do for stray light suppression is to put a ba�e at in image of the

tertiary. This will eliminate most of the stray light from the dome, etc.

20. Since the front surface of the dichroics are used, partly, as mirrors, care must be taken

to make sure that they do not distort too much under varying gravity vector. The

\rule of thumb" is that the thickness of a solid glass mirror should be 1=6th of the

diameter. Fused silica may be better in this respect than glass as a substrate for the

dichroics. Also, PISCO is not di�raction-limited, so error analysis needs to be done.

21. Large slews with Magellan telescopes require 2 minutes of telescope settling time,

because the �gure of the primary must be re-adjusted. PISCO observations should be

planned with many small slews that do not require this re-adjustment.
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Fig. 1.| Allowable moment arm on the Magellan folded f/11 ports. The telescope is to the

right, instrument to the left.
















